1 To whom correspondence should be addressed protein of unknown structure. This approach is generally called the 'inverse folding' or 'threading' method (Pabo, 1983 ; Bowie The inverse folding approach is a powerful tool in protein et al., 1991; Godzik et al., 1992 Godzik et al., , 1993a Lemer et al., 1995) . structure prediction when the native state of a sequence
Various inverse folding approaches have been developed in adopts one of the known protein folds. This is because recent years (for reviews and recent developments, see Bowie some proteins show strong sequence-structure specificity and Eisenberg, 1993; Godzik et al., 1993a; Wodak and Rooman, in inverse folding experiments that allow gaps and insertions in the sequence-structure alignment. In those cases 1993; Bryant and Altschul, 1995; Godzik, 1995; Lemer et al. , when structures similar to their native folds are included 1995; Sippl, 1995; Wilmanns and Eisenberg, 1995;  Flockner in the structure database, the z-scores (which measure et al., 1996) . They differ mainly in the realization of building the sequence-structure specificity) of these folds are well the structural templates, the forms of potential functions and separated from those of other alternative structures. In this the scoring schemes. Our inverse folding method, the topology paper, we seek to understand the origin of this sequencefingerprint approach (Godzik and Skolnick, 1992 ; Godzik structure specificity and to identify how the specificity et al., 1992) , is based on the buried/exposed status of individual arises on passing from a short peptide chain to the entire residues and a 2-D contact map of the side-chain heavy (nonprotein sequence. To accomplish this objective, a simplified hydrogen) atoms (Godzik et al., 1993b) . Previous studies have version of inverse folding, gapless inverse folding, is pershown that this approach not only identifies the native folds formed using sequence fragments of different sizes from of the proteins whose structures are included in the database, 53 proteins. The results indicate that usually a significant but can also correctly pick out, in~50% of the cases, portion of the entire protein sequence is necessary to show similar protein folds whose parent sequences have no apparent sequence-structure specificity, but there are regions in the sequence homology to the test sequence (Godzik and Skolnick, sequence that begin to show this specificity at relatively 1992; Godzik et al., 1992 Godzik et al., , 1993a . It has also been shown that short fragment size (15-20 residues). An island picture, in by using the structural fingerprint of a protein, a family of which the regions in the sequence that recognize their sequences that have the same core structural topology can be own native structure grow from some seed fragments, is identified from a sequence database (Godzik et al., 1992) . In observed as the fragment size increases. Usually, more one study, structure fingerprints of supersecondary structures similar structures to the native states are found in the tophave been built and they have been shown to be able to scoring structural fragments in these high-specificity identify the sequence fragments that tend to assume particular regions.
supersecondary structures (Godzik and Skolnick, 1992) . Keywords: inverse folding/sequence-structure specificity
In this paper, we present a detailed study aimed at elucidating the origin of sequence-structure specificity in the context of our inverse folding approach. A range of protein fragment Introduction sizes are employed. We try to answer such questions as: For what size fragment does sequence-structure specificity emerge? In the majority of cases, it is believed that each protein
More specifically, what are the recognition ratios for a particular molecule has a unique structure in the folded state and that fragment size? Here, we define the recognition ratio as the the structure is encoded (Anfinsen, 1973) in its amino acid number of sequence fragments of a certain size that recognize sequence. How sequence information translates into the folded their own native structure divided by the total number of three-dimensional (3-D) structure under physiological condisequence fragments under study. One would expect the recognitions is still not well understood. In recent years, the number tion ratio to increase as the sequence fragment length increases. of known protein sequences has increased at a much faster However, does the increase in the ratio really reflect higher pace than the number of experimentally obtained protein specificity for longer sequence fragments or it is just because structures. Thus, the prediction of protein structure from there are less choices available from the database? We also sequence is one of the most important and active research would like to know how the high-specificity regions, where areas in the field of theoretical molecular biology. Although the sequence recognizes its native structure, grow on passing the possible number of different amino acid sequences is huge from short to large fragment sizes. Do these regions grow even for small proteins, it has been postulated that the number from the shorter sequence fragments that first show the of possible types of distinct protein folds is relatively limited sequence-structure specificity, i.e. from 'hot-spots'? If so, what (Finkelstein and Ptitsyn, 1987; Chothia, 1993; Dorit et al., is special about these 'hot spots'? Alternatively, but more 1990; Orengo et al., 1994) . If this is true, then the sequenceunlikely, sequence-structure specificity might be uniform structure relationship for proteins is not only unique, but is also highly degenerate. Even if it is not true, there may be a throughout the sequence and all sequence fragments recognize and 13 all-beta proteins. averaged over the 53 test proteins. The solid line represents the results using all three energy terms and the dotted line represents the results using only the local burial term. 1  1aaj  21  1lhm  41  2lhb  2  1aak  22  1mba  42  2mhr  3  1alb  23  1mbc  43  2rhe  4  1alc  24  1ofv  44  3adk  5  1ccp  25  1omd  45  3cln  6  1ccr  26  1paz  46  3dfr  7  1cd8  27  1pcy  47  3est  8  1cdp  28  1q21  48  3fxn  9  1cob A  29  1rat  49  3icb  10  1eca  30  1rcb  50  3wrp  11  1fha  31  1rn4  51  41bi  12  1fkf  32  1rnh  52  4tnc  13  1gky  33  1sgc  53  5dfr  14  1gpr  34  1snc  15  1hbg  35  1tie  16  1hcc  36  2c2c  17  1ifb  37  2cdv  18  1imm  38  2fcr  19  1l01  39  2fx2  20 1lh1 40 2gcr their native structure when their size exceeds a certain whether the fragment-based inverse folding method can be used as a structure prediction tool. Since traditional inverse threshold. This would result in an 'all or none' recognition pattern for the entire protein sequence and this would be folding algorithms are successful only when a similar fold is in the database, it would be very useful if one can use the represented by a step function when one plots the recognition ratio against fragment size. A third possibility is that the fragment inverse folding as a general method (several types of motifs or supersecondary structures are common in most recognition patterns are just random, as one increases the fragment size.
of the proteins) to predict the partial structures of proteins. If this is the case, then it would be possible to use algorithms to It would also be interesting to know what are the top-scoring structures when the native structure is or is not assemble these protein fragments into an entire 3-D structure (Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994; Friesner and Gunn, 1996) . recognized. Is there anything special or common among these structural fragments? Does the native structure fail to be The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the Methods section, a review of the topology fingerprint and the inverse recognized because some similar structures have slightly lower energies, or are the top-scoring structures just randomly related folding potential is given and the threading and analysis protocols used in this study are also described. In the Results to the native fold? We would also like to address the issue of This fingerprint serves as a structural template through which A statistical potential (Sippl, 1995; Wang et al., 1995; Godzik, 1996) sequence fragment is threaded are included. Thus, the interaction with the remainder of the protein is ignored. Since only intrafragment pair interactions are considered, this raises the and discussion section, data from various calculations are possibility that the pair interactions might favor more compact shown in an attempt to understand the reasons for success (or structures. To check this possibility, some calculations are also failure) of the inverse folding method. We conclude in the carried out using only the local burial energy for comparison. Discussion section with an overview of the conclusions and As shown below, the qualitative behavior is unchanged. implications of this study.
A library of the structural fingerprints corresponding to a topological fingerprint database has been built from known Methods protein structures. In the current study, the fingerprint database contains 252 protein structures. All structures are either from The structural fingerprint algorithm was described in detail in previous papers (Godzik and Skolnick, 1992; single-domain proteins or from one domain of multi-domain proteins and each one contains less than 500 residues. The 1992); here, we give only a brief overview. A structure fingerprint can be viewed as a reduced representation of a 3-D parent sequences of these protein structures have less than 25% sequence homology. In a traditional inverse folding protein structure that is devoid of any sequence information. calculation, the protein sequence is threaded through all the and the native structure of these proteins are all in the fingerprint database. A list of these test proteins is given in structure fingerprints in the database. Then, for each structural template in the database, an energy (score) is calculated based Table I . When doing gapless threading in the current study, the on the statistical potential mentioned above. After the test sequence has been threaded into all the structure templates in sequence fragment is slid along the template with successive increase in the starting position. Thus, for a sequence fragment the database, the structure corresponding to the lowest energy is selected as being the candidate native structure for the test of size n and a template of size m (m ജ n), there are m -n ϩ 1 ways (or structures) that the sequence can be threaded protein sequence.
The complete sequence of a protein usually has strong into the template. The sequence fragments are obtained using a sliding window of different sizes along the sequences of sequence-structure specificity, as found in our previous inverse folding study, and very short peptides in general have little these 53 proteins. The energies are evaluated from the test sequence fragments only and are not relative to those of the structure specificity. Then, the natural question is, when does the specificity occur? In other words, what is the minimum randomized sequences. We define recognition of native structure when the structure sequence length for which a protein shows sequence-structure specificity? Does it depend on the location in the protein? In of the lowest score is not only from the native protein structure, but exactly corresponds to the same piece of structure that the order to get a qualitative understanding, we perform inverse folding calculations with sequence fragments of different sequence fragment adopts in the native state. For simplicity, no insertions/deletions are allowed. This is a simple test, but lengths. A total of 53 protein sequences are used in the study it illustrates how sequence-structure specificity arises. Doing To assess the significance of the statistics mentioned above, we calculate, at different fragment sizes, the number of possible this for a series of proteins provides statistics on the recognition ratio versus the length of the sequence fragments.
structures to which a sequence fragment can be assigned. We also calculate the energy gaps between the lowest and the scores. If it does, then this would open up the possibility of employing inverse folding in fragment structural prediction. second lowest scores at different fragment sizes when the lowest scoring fragment is the native structure. To understand Results and discussion how the high-specificity regions grow, we track the regions of the sequences that recognize their own native structures at
The results of the sequence-structure recognition study for protein fragments are summarized in Figures 1 and 2 . In Figure  different fragment sizes for a few proteins. The findings are discussed in the Results and discussion section.
1, the recognition ratio is plotted against the absolute fragment size, i.e. the number of residues, while in Figure 2 , the The recognition definition described above is very strict. It would also be interesting to know how different the toprecognition ratio is plotted against the relative fragment size, i.e. the percentage of the whole protein. Results obtained using scoring structures are from the native structure when the native structure is not the lowest energy structure. Also, it is equally only the local burial energy are also included in these figures for comparison. In all cases, the recognition ratios obtained interesting to know what are the other top-scoring fragments when the native structure is recognized. The top-scoring with all three energy terms are higher, but the overall shapes of the curves are similar. In the following discussion, unless structural fragments at different fragment sizes are collected and compared with the native structures. This fragment inverse stated otherwise, we always refer to the results obtained with all three energy terms. folding technique would be of great value if in many cases similar structure fragments would be recognized in the top Figure 1 is more meaningful for larger proteins since it might only take a relatively small percentage of the total recognizes the native structure. We call this an 'island picture' because it is analogous to the view above a small mountainous protein size for a sequence fragment to recognize its own native structure, but the number of residues the fragment island during one tide cycle. At high tide, only the highest peaks (if any), which correspond to these 'folding seeds', can contains might be large. On the other hand, Figure 2 is more suitable for smaller proteins since they recognize their own be seen above the ocean surface. As the tide goes down (or the fragment length increases), more and more land emerges native structure even when the number of residues are not large, but most of the sequence is included. As seen in both and eventually the whole island comes into view, which corresponds to the growth of the native state from the seeds figures, the curves reach the expected asymptotic values of 0 and 1 at small and very large fragment sizes or at small to the entire structure. We would like to know if the sequencestructure specificity really works in this way in the inverse and high percentages of protein size, respectively. (In the calculations using only the local burial energy, three proteins folding calculations. In the current study, we find that by tracking the recognized fragments at different fragment sizes, failed to recognize their own native structures even at 100% protein sizes. Thus, the corresponding recognition curve in this picture holds. The recognition pattern of four representative proteins are shown in Figure 4 . The general pattern is that one Figure 2 does not reach 1.0.) In the study, the fragment sizes are successively incremented by five residues, starting from or two regions of a sequence recognize their own native structure first at a fragment size which is much smaller than 10-residue sequences. A subset of protein sequences has also been studied with a one-residue increment of fragment size, the size of the protein. Then, as the fragment size increases, larger pieces of structure are recognized and, in most cases, but the results are very similar. Some specificity begins to emerge for 15-20-residue long sequences or 15-20% of protein the larger pieces grow from the smaller pieces that first recognize the native structure. In some cases, the structure size. The recognition ratio increases almost linearly with the fragment size between the asymptotes. It takes about 55-does not grow from the 'initial seeds' but rather from slightly larger size seed fragments (see 3icb in Figure 4 ). However, residue long fragments, which is roughly the size of smallest proteins, to reach a recognition ratio of 0.5. For fragments the general patterns are all very similar, i.e. the high-specificity regions grow continuously from one or two relatively small longer than 90 residues or 80% of the protein size, unique sequence-structure specificity is reached. Three-body terms seed fragments until the whole native structure is recognized at very large fragment sizes. Sometimes 'overhangs' are are found to be insignificant in this study. (In many fragments, the contribution of three-body terms is small, which is not observed, as seen in the figures for 1mbc and 41bi. This is because there are some higher energy regions in the sequence unexpected since the number of three-body interactions is small except in very long fragments.) We also separate out 13 contiguous with the low-energy regions and in the low-energy region, the fragments recognize their native state. When the all-alpha and 13 all-beta proteins from the 53 proteins under study. The study and comparison on these subsets of proteins fragment size increases, it may suddenly hit a high energy region and increase the total energy of the longer fragments, is summarized in Figure 3 . No significant differences in the recognition curves are observed, except perhaps for the slightly so the longer fragment is unable to recognize its native state. When the fragment size is further increased, more favorable higher ratios for the alpha proteins. Table II lists the number of possible structures into which interactions again occur and the native structure is again recognized. a sequence fragment can be threaded in the database. Although the number decreases as the fragment size increases, it is Is there anything special about these seed fragments? By definition, the energies (scores) must be the lowest in their apparent that the increase in the recognition ratios does not just come from the poor statistics, since the number of possible native structures (compared with all other possible structures in the database) to be picked out by inverse folding algorithm. structures does not decrease dramatically over the range of fragment sizes under study. For example, over the range of However, are they the lowest-energy fragments compared with other sequence fragments of the same size in the native fragment sizes from 20 to 100 residues, the number of possible structures decreases by less than 50%, but the recognition ratio structure? That is, when one threads the sequence into the native structure at a certain fragments size, are these seed increases from 0.03 to 0.9. Furthermore, as the fragment size increases and when the native structure is recognized, the gap fragments lower in energy than other parts of the sequence? It might well be that these seed fragments strongly identify between the first and the second lowest scores becomes larger. In the case of the protein 1mbc, the average gap at a fragment their native state even though their energies may not be particularly low compared with other parts of the protein size of 20 residues is 0.27kT and it becomes 14.1kT for a fragment size of 100 residues (kT, where k is the Boltzmann sequence (they just score much higher when fitted to other non-native structures). In Figure 5 , the fragment energy is constant and T is the absolute temperature, is the natural unit used in a statistical potential). Thus, it is obvious that the plotted as a function of starting positions at different fragment sizes when the sequences are threaded into the native structures increase in the recognition ratio arises mostly from more favorable long-range (tertiary) interactions as the fragment for the same set of proteins as in Figure 4 . One can clearly see that the seed fragments in Figure 4 almost always correspond to size increases.
We next look at the recognition patterns for a set of the energy minima in the energy profiles in Figure 5 , as indicated by the arrows. This suggests that the seed fragment representative proteins as we increase the fragment size. As mentioned in the Introduction, there are several possible ways really does correspond to a low-energy structure in the native state. No significant preferences for the composition of amino in which the high-specificity region can grow as one increases the sequence fragment size. A plausible picture is that there acids in these seed fragments are found. It should be noted that the above discussion is purely in the context of the inverse are some regions in the sequence that have very high sequencestructure specificity and they recognize their native structure folding algorithm and may not relate to any real protein folding process. As mentioned in the Methods section, there is a at very short sequence fragment size. Then, starting and centering from these regions, the rest of the sequence gradually question whether these seed fragments are compact structures and are picked up because of the unbalanced pair interactions, fragments, there are high-energy, locally frustrated regions that adopt the native structure. i.e. only intrafragment interactions are allowed. From the calculations using only the local burial energy, the seed We further investigate whether there exists a correlation between the position of the seed fragments and, in the native fragments for these representative proteins are found to be at the same positions with slightly larger fragment sizes. These state, the relative contribution of the intra-fragment energy to the 'total energy' which includes the pair and three-body seed fragments do not correspond to especially compact structures and have radii of gyration close to the average interactions between the fragment and the rest of the protein.
We found that in most cases such a correlation does exist in values calculated from the fragments of the same size in the same proteins.
that in the seed fragment the intra-fragment interaction dominates the total energy. In Figure 7 , the intra-fragment energy Another way of looking at this energy driven picture is to see how far the native structure is from being recognized. In E(intra) and the interaction energy between the fragment and the rest of protein E(inter) are plotted for all 20-residue Figure 6 , the ratio of the energy of the native state to the lowest score is plotted along the sequence for a fragment size fragments in 3icb. It is clearly seen that in the seed fragments (as indicated by arrows), E(intra) is significantly lower than of 20 residues. A ratio of one means the fragment recognizes its own native structure. The further the ratio is from unity, E(inter) and the E(intra) contributions to the total energy are larger. Similar trends are observed for other test proteins in the further the native structure is from being recognized. One can clearly see that between high-specificity sequence this study. of the starting residue.
fragment, i.e. the native structure is not in the structure Another interesting question regarding the seed fragments is whether the seed fragments are recognized because of their database. Thus, the best one can expect is to extract some common structural features from the top-scoring structural unique burial patterns. For small fragments, the local burial energy can easily dominate the interaction and, as shown in fragments. However, do the top-scoring structures really have anything in common? How are they related to the native Table IV , the top-scoring structural fragments all have high burial pattern similarity to the native structure. However, the structure in the current study? The answers to these questions depend on the sizes of the sequence fragments in use. correlation between the 'uniqueness' of the burial pattern and the location of the seed fragment turns out to be weak. The
At small fragment size (Ͻ10 residues), little structure information is contained besides the local secondary structure burial patterns of the seed fragments usually are not more unique than other parts of the proteins. Figure 8 shows the (if any). When the fragment size becomes larger, the native structure (or any protein structure) becomes more unique. We number of burial patterns in the database that are at least 90% similar to the native patterns of all 20-residue fragments in found that, in general, when the fragment size is over about 25 residues, the top-scoring fragments are either very similar 3icb. Neither of the two seed fragment regions (as indicated by arrows) have particularly unique burial patterns and the structures to the native state from structurally homologous proteins (if they are included in the database) or are various regions that have the most unique patterns are not recognized by the algorithm. This observation also applies to other test very different structures from the native fold. There are very few top-scoring structural fragments at these sizes that are proteins. Apparently, for the seed fragments, the decoys are ruled out not by the uniqueness of their burial patterns but by locally similar in structure to the native state, without overall structural homology to the native protein. In most cases, other other interactions. This is not unexpected, however, since the burial pattern found in a native protein structure is not perfectly than the native structure and the few corresponding fragments from structurally homologous protein in the database (if any), complementary, in terms of the burial energy, to the protein sequence. On the other hand, the uniqueness of the burial the structural distribution of the top-scoring fragments are indistinguishable from randomly selected pieces of protein pattern does contribute to the increasing recognition ratio as the fragment size is increased. For example, the average value structures from the database. This should not be confused with the fact that the native state recognition ratio actually increases of the burial pattern similarity to the native state for the top 10 scoring fragments for 3icb is 78% for 20-residue sequence as the fragment size increases as mentioned earlier in this section. At large fragment sizes, the native structure is more fragments and is 72% for 40-residue sequence fragments, which is only a relatively small decrease. However, the average probable to be found in the top-scoring structural fragments, but the structural similarity to other top-scoring fragments is percentage of all the burial patterns in the database that are at least 70% similar to the native pattern decreases more drasticlow. However, this might still sound contradictory in that since the recognition ratio to native structure is high at larger ally, from 6.6% for 20-residue fragments to 1.2% for 40-residue fragments. fragment sizes, then why does inverse folding not find more native-like top-scoring structural fragments? The answer lies The discussion above concludes the recognition study of sequence fragments with respect to identifying the native in the fact that the structure database used in the study is finite and in general, no good representatives are found if gaps are structure which is present in the database. In the following discussion, we want to explore the possibility of using this prohibited.
In the rest of the paper, we discuss the structural similarity fragment based inverse folding approach as a structure predicting tool. When this approach is used as a predicting tool, between protein structures in terms of the root mean square deviation in the backbone α carbon coordinates after optimal one certainly does not know the native structure of a sequence Table III lists the an enrichment factor obtained by using inverse folding. This factor actually increases with increasing fragment size (as percentage of the structural fragments, in the whole database and in the top 20 scoring structures, at various sizes that have expected from the higher sequence-structure specificity) before both percentages essentially go to zero at larger fragment sizes. a Cα r.m.s.d. within 3 Å of one of the native structures of four representative proteins. The native protein structures are For the other two proteins, 1mbc and 1cob, the situation is similar at small fragment sizes, but it is different at larger excluded for the calculations presented in the table. Above fragment sizes of 35 and 55 for 3icb and 41bi, there is no fragment sizes because there are a few structural homologs in the database. At larger fragment sizes, the percentage in the structural fragment that has a Cα r.m.s.d. within 3 Å in the database. Thus, the failure to find similar structures in the top database approaches a constant because all those similar structures at these sizes come from the same set of homologous scores above these sizes is not necessarily because of the inadequacy of the algorithm but is because there is virtually structures in the database. For 1mbc and 1cob, the percentage in the top 20 scoring structures increases as the size increases nothing to find. For these two proteins in Table III , both percentages decrease as the size increases because there are from 30 to 60 residues. This is because more and more of the larly selective. Figure 10 shows another way of looking at the screening effect. In the figure, the score distribution for all 20-residue structural fragments in the database and all 20-residue fragments that are within 3 Å Cα r.m.s.d. from the native state are plotted for the sequence of the protein 3icb. The cumulative percentages of population at different scores are also plotted. The peak of distribution is shifted to a lower energy by about 2kT. Approximately 10% of the total population in the database have energies below zero whilẽ 20% of the 3 Å r.m.s.d. fragments have energies below zero. Thus, some enrichment in the structural similarity in the top scores will be obtained using inverse folding. The distribution obtained from other protein sequences is found to be very similar.
Various aspects of the differences between the top 10 scoring structures and the native states at a fragment size of 20 residues for four representative proteins are shown in Table IV . The second column is the average Cα r.m.s.d. from the native structures of the top 10 score structure fragments. The third column is the standard deviation of native states. The fourth column is the average burial status similarity between the top score structure fragments and the native state. For example, 0.80 similarity means that 16 out structural fragments from the structural homologs in the database appear in the top scores owing to their higher of 20 residues in the top score structure fragment have the same buried/exposed status as the native state. The fifth specificity at larger fragment sizes. Thus, the current study shows that if there are very similar structures to the native column is the average secondary structure similarity based on the DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) assignment. For state at larger fragment sizes in the database, then the algorithm has a greater probability of finding them. However, in general, example, 0.5 similarity means 10 out of 20 residue positions in the top score structure fragment have the same DSSP it is impractical to use this approach to find similar structural fragments to the native states at large fragment sizes because secondary structure assignment. The sixth and seventh columns are the values of the Cα r.m.s.d. and secondary there might not be any structural homologs to the native protein structures in the database. Furthermore, although the structure similarities compared with the native states if the structural fragments are selected randomly from the database. enrichment factor does increase with the fragment size, the actual population of the similar structures in the top-scoring
The random burial status similarity is 0.50 for all cases and is not shown. The average values from all possible structure fragments are too small to be of any significance. At the other extreme, for very small fragment sizes, the enrichment factor fragments in the database are shown. We notice that the distribution of the average Cα r.m.s.d.s in the second column is close to unity since every pair of structures can be superimposed with a very small Cα r.m.s.d.
along the protein sequence is not uniform, ranging from close to random (columns 6) to much smaller values. The The situation is more interesting for fragment sizes that range from 15 to 25 residues, which correspond approximately smaller values of Cα r.m.s.d. mean that in those regions of the sequence the top-scoring structures on average are more to the size of a hairpin of secondary structure elements. In this size range, sometimes similar structures to the native state similar to the native structures. These regions correspond to the N-terminal and residues 36-55 for 3icb, residues 21-populate the top-scoring fragments. In Figure 9 , the distribution of Cα r.m.s.d. relative to the native structure of the top 20 55, 55-75, 81-120 and the C-terminal for 1mbc and residues 46-80 for 41bi and the N-terminal for 1cob. Not surprisingly, scoring structure fragments (whose size is 20 residues) when the sequence recognizes its native state and when the native most of the 'seed sequence fragments', where the lowest scoring fragments are the native structure, are in these low state is not recognized are plotted separately. The random distribution calculated using all possible 20-residue structures r.m.s.d. regions. Table V lists the structural features of the top 10 structure in the database is also shown for comparison. The population at zero r.m.s.d. is due to the native states or fragments from fragments for these seed sequence fragments for the four proteins. It can be seen that some of the other top-scoring structurally homologous proteins. In all cases, except for 1mbc where the differences are marginal, even when the native fragments, which are not necessarily from structurally homologous proteins, actually have very similar structures state is not the lowest score, the top-scoring fragments are structurally more similar to the native state than random.
to the native states. The 41bi case is an exception that the native structure of the seed fragment does not correspond Furthermore, when the native state is the lowest score, the top-scoring fragments are even more similar to the native to well defined secondary structures and none of the topscoring fragments has similar structures to the native state. structure. This implies that the inverse folding does some structural screening and when the native state is recognized, Other than the seed fragments, the low r.m.s.d. regions also contain sequence fragments that do not have the native the top scores are usually more structurally related to the native states. However, it is also apparent from the relatively structures at the lowest score. A few of those are listed in Table VI . Some of them still have the native structures small improvement in r.m.s.d. that the screening is not particu- close to the top, but in some cases the native state may It seems that these low Cα r.m.s.d. regions contain a high percentage of residues that are in regular secondary not even be in the top 10 scores (see the 1mbc case in the table), although some top-scoring fragments have similar structures. It is noted that the top scores in these regions still contain some 'noise' introduced by decoys, which are structures to the native state. This is not surprising because the best global structure, the native state, may not be the very different structures than the native state, but there are less decoys than in the other regions. Closer examination best in every local region. of the top-scoring fragments also reveals that in most cases, inverse folding in general pulls out structure fragments that the local secondary structure in the top-scoring structures are similar in burial patterns and, to a lesser extent, similar agrees with the native state much better than random, as secondary structures to the native states. In some lowshown in Tables IV-VI. The burial patterns of the topenergy regions that contain predominantly regular secondary scoring structure fragments also show non-trivial similarity structure, similar structure fragments could be populated in to the native states, as also seen in Table IV . This is not the top scores at fragment sizes of 15-25 residues. However, surprising since it is known that the burial energy is one the top scores almost inevitably contain some very different of the most important terms that give rise to the sequencestructures which are difficult to separate from other 'nativestructure specificity in an inverse folding experiment (Godzik like' structures by just using the energy (score). Hence, and . This is especially true in fragmenteven though there is enrichment of native-like structures in based inverse folding since there are fewer pair and manythe top scores, if one wishes to use fragment inverse folding body interactions. Actually, the decoys in the top scores as a predictive tools for structures, additional filtering and come from the accidental preference of the sequence clustering of the top-scoring structures will be necessary. fragment to some similar burial patterns in very different Conclusion structures. Also, there are times when the native structure
We have shown that in general a significant portion of a is in the top scores, but it is not the lowest in energy, complete protein sequence is required to recognize its own because locally the sequence fragment prefers other, slightly native structure (40% of protein size or 55 residues for a different structures.
The above results imply that this version of fragment recognition ratio of 0.5) in gapless inverse folding. However, in many cases, much smaller sequence fragments (15-20fragment sizes. At large fragment sizes, the top scores are either very similar to the native structures from the native
Received August 12, 1996; revised November 25, 1996; accepted December or structurally homologous proteins (if any) in the database, 17, 1996 or they are very different from the native states. There is usually little structural similarity between the top-scoring fragments other than those from the structurally homologous proteins, since the structures are more unique at larger scale. This actually is the disadvantage of the traditional gapless inverse folding approach that unless there are very similar structures in the structural database, the prediction will be ambiguous. (Inverse folding algorithms that allow gaps also suffer from this, but to a much lesser extent.) At the size of a hairpin (15-25 residues), sometimes there are regions in the sequence where the top-scoring structures from nonhomologous proteins show significant similarity to the native states. However, because it is in general difficult to distinguish native-like structures from other top-scoring structures by using the energy criterion, it is impractical to use the fragment inverse folding directly as a structure predicting tool. The results, however, do suggest that if one can find additional filters, e.g. from the predictions of secondary structures (e.g. Rost and Sander, 1993 , 1995 and backbone 'U' turn positions (Cohen et al., 1986; Wilmot and Thornton, 1988, Kolinski et al., 1996) , then by clustering the top-scoring structures, one may be able to eliminate false positives in the top scores. Such information may be used for structural assembly. This topic will be further pursued in a forthcoming paper.
